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to Sell, Reprint, Give Away, OR Share this Content

or alter it in any way.

© Copyright 2015 Be It Now!, Inc. Karrie Ross
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED. You may share or give away this report as long as it is not altered 

in any way, it must be kept in one piece, cannot be falsely misrepresented or distributed in any 
illegal or immoral manner.

Notice and disclaimer: I have taken every effort in writing this ebook to include useful information on the topic
discussed. I do not in any way shape or form guarantee or even imply any level of earnings from anything you
might apply from this ebook or anything else you many purchase or download from me or any of my web sites.
I cannot vouch for the legality of any of the methods I describe, nor can I be held responsible for any repercus-
sions or reactions that many occur when you apply any of the methods presented.

All of the links that I have included in this ebook are designed to eliminate the work and effort involved in
searching for effective resources with which to build your business and are included with the understanding that
to the best of my knowledge, which in some cases may be non-existent, are genuine and reputable sources.
However, whenever you make a purchase from one of the web sites, links or companies I recommend, suggest
or simply compile for your use, I cannot be held responsible for their deliver-ability or reputation.

Legal Notice: this ebook is designed to provide helpful and useful advice regarding the subject matters 
covered. However, it is understood that the author and distributor does not engage in the practice of providing
legal or professional advice and that the laws and regulations governing the subjects covered in this ebook 
may vary from state to state, country to country, and jurisdiction to jurisdiction. It is also understood that the
author and any distributors of this ebook specifically disclaim any liability that is incurred from the use, 
application, or recommendations of this ebook. The author and distributors of this ebook make no representa-
tions, warranties, or claims whatsoever regarding the accuracy, effectiveness, legality, or completeness of the
information included in this ebook, including any and all links, references, content and recommendations 
therein. The author and distributor of this ebook shall in no way be held liable for any loss or other damages,
including but not limited to special, incidental, consequential, accidental, or other damages. As always, legal,
professional, tax, accounting, medical and any other forms of advice should be sought from a professional and is
in no way implied in this ebook. any and all links and recommendations are for instructional and informational
purposes only and are not warranted or guaranteed for accuracy, content, reliability, or reputation, or any other
expressed or implied purpose.
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Introduction

I’ve been a graphic designer for more than 30 years! I started learning design when I was

16 years old. And I love it to this day!

I started with learning how to draw typefaces by hand in high school back in the

early 1960’s. The process involved a keen eye and since everything we created we had to

draw first then paint, we needed a steady hand. The tools we used were rulers, drawing

templates, tracing paper, illustration board, pencils, technical ink pens, paint and paint

brushes. Every one of these tools needed to be top quality or the end piece lacked profes-

sionalism. I remember paying $12 for a brush in 1965, when the price of gas was around

24 cents a gallon…I did lots of babysitting to earn money to support my growing habit!

Tools for the graphic design industry have never been cheap. Today the Apple Mac

is the preferred computer and there are many special programs developed for this industry.

The learning curve is not just in technical skills, it’s in extended use, “How do I make the

program do what I want it to?”

The biggest part of design is learning the creative process that the mind eventually

goes through without thinking, which takes years of trial and error. This special way we

look at the world and how we, as creators, are able to merge with the consciousness of not

only our client but their customers and create the perfect visual connection for whatever

the products needs are.

There was a time I realized I didn’t know who I was... that in any given day I would

be a hospital looking for nurses and I would be the nurse, or an aerospace company 

looking for mechanical engineers and I became them both and then hop over to a security

company looking for computer technicians. No wonder I didn’t know who I was! The days

were long and the deadlines demanding... and I love it to this day.

I started working from my home office years ago and the service of Book Design

happened to come my way and I took to it. To this day the joy of being part of an authors

journey to their finished book brings me great satisfaction and a feeling of accomplishment.

Most of my job centers around guiding my clients through the process of creativity... 

I hope you’ll find this information helpful when working with me on your project.

This ebook is just the beginning of the process. It is created to supply you with more

knowledge about the creative process and to empower you. 
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I don’t leave you there without help, I offer several levels of consulting.
http://www.bookcoverdesigner.com/consulting

By reading this ebook you’ll gain a better understanding of what is behind the final 
outcome and feel empowered to join in the creative process, which eventually saves you
time and money.
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Creative Process
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Cover Creativity:

Creativity begins with life experiences. And the more experiences we have the more 
capable we are at creativity. Creativity is a combination of thoughts, feelings and actions and
lots of questions. The choices we make based on our emotions and intuitions are the guides
we apply to the heart of any given project. This is the basis and special element that the
author is looking for in the designer they choose for their book project.

Distinguishing between creativity and innovation
From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia

It is often useful to explicitly distinguish between creativity and innovation.
Creativity is typically used to refer to the act of producing new ideas, approaches or actions,

while innovation is the process of both generating and applying such creative ideas in some spe-
cific context.

In the context of an organization, therefore, the term innovation is often used to refer to the
entire process by which an organization generates creative new ideas and converts them into
novel, useful and viable commercial products, services, and business practices, while the term cre-
ativity is reserved to apply specifically to the generation of novel ideas by individuals or groups,
as a necessary step within the innovation process.

For example, Amabile et al. (1996) suggest that while innovation "begins with creative
ideas,"  "...creativity by individuals and teams is a starting point for innovation; the first is a nec-
essary but not sufficient condition for the second."

(Amabile, T. M., R. Conti, H. Coon, et al. (1996). "Assessing the work environment for
creativity". Academy of Management Review 39 (5): 1154-1184.)

Alternatively, there is no real difference between these terms, as creativity is both novel and
appropriate (which implies successful application). It seems that creativity is preferred in art con-
texts whereas innovation in business ones.

Cover design begins with a discussion. A fact gathering expedition between the
author and the designer, and then between the designer and the project. Once the informa-
tion is obtained from the author, it’s best to let the thoughts sit in the mind and begin 
dancing together.

Cover design is an art! The art of catching attention, enticing your customer to pick
up the book, buy it and ultimately read it! Taking the time and learning about this art can
add to the impact the book will have whether the author plans to go the self publishing
route or are picked up by a major publisher. All of this equates out into perceived value and
the know, like and trust factor the final cover creates for its market banding.

Creating a strong branding and graphic presence can make or break the books
acceptance in the marketplace. With the onset of the computer age and everyone having
access to a desktop publishing program, more and more authors are attempting to produce
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their own cover designs and interior formatting but they are finding out that their program
won’t build the proper file, export it in a usable format for the printer or their design skills
lack the special professional touch, a touch learned from years of experience.

A good book design helps sell books! This is why we go to such lengths to have
them carefully creatively designed. 

Process Steps:
1. Discuss thoughts, feelings, actions connected to the book.

2. Ask the author questions like:

What was the reason you wrote the book?

Who is your audience? Age?

Is this a subject you have been working on for a long time or...?

What is your passion for this subject?

Is this book promoting you or the subject?

Are there any colors you like, don’t like?

Special feeling you want to project? 

• And continue with whatever other questions turn up in the conversation. Take
notes, begin getting into the mind of the author and how they feel about themselves
and their book. This is an exciting process which stimulates the ability for intuiting
possibilities.

More Defined Questioning:

Q. Who is the audience? By knowing what the audience likes, where their attention
goes, we are able to write a title and sub title that will fit their listening. 

When designing the book cover the first part of the puzzle is to know the audience.
Learning who the books’ audience is and what’s on their mind is the first part of the 
information we put into the recipe of designing the cover. Look at each book cover as 
a puzzle and through questioning to determine the correct fit for the pieces. Once we know
the who, what, and where of the audience, we are able to write a title and sub title that will
fit their listening.Where to begin the discovery process for the look and feel of the Book
Cover Design:
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Who is the audience? This will be determined by the subject of the book. What is their age,
location, affiliations if any, is there anything that is unique about them as a group.

Do you know what the audience likes? It helps to have something in common with the
audience. Get into their shoes, what are the benefits to them from buying this book?

Where does the audiences attention go? What are they looking to gain? What is their pain
or joy? What are their motivators? Are there related subjects that can be created from the
book? Begin with writing the answers to each of the questions. Looking on line, in niche
magazines etc are all good places to begin the research.

Q. What is it’s eye appeal? Selecting the appropriate color, typeface and image for
your audience will increase pick-up value.

Color: based on the information gathered in step one, a color theme can be created. Each
age and location tends to be more attracted to a certain color scheme based on the era they
are born into and taught to react to. Just look at all the fast food chains out there... most of
them are red, black and yellow! The use of color is one of the parts used to form an imme-
diate feeling of comfort, discomfort in your reader to evoke the action for them to take.

Typeface: again, from the era the audience originates from there is a feeling that they 
subconsciously are attracted to and that show up in the typefaces that they are used to 
seeing that get their attention when buying. Also, the subject of the book has a lot to do
with which typeface will project the feeling that is projected out to the readers.

Photography or illustrative Image: this is a partner to color. Each subject has a metaphor,
an image it produces in the readers mind. Something that stirs their emotions and connects
them to the book subject. The author, having written the book and knowing their audience
will play a big part in setting this image through dialogue with the book designer.

Once these thoughts are working together, images will begin to form in the mind.
Start tapping into the creative visualization that's developed within for design. This is some-
thing that can be acquired by going to royalty free photo sites and start looking at photos.

And, of course, keeping in mind who the audience is for you book. What are their
interests, mind-set, demographic, etc that are another part of the equation.
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Some royalty free photo sites are: (they vary in price)

gettyimages.com
istockphoto.com
fotosearch.com
photos.com

Also initiate a search engine query about royalty free photo sites for more websites to search
on. 

Once you begin looking at the images, they tend to blend together in appealing ways.
Creating a cover image using multiple image can add to the dynamic of the final cover. You
might find a road you just love but the sky is dull... so find a sky you like and create a photo
montague joining them together. This can also be done with people and items. 

Learn how to combine images to create the tension necessary for attention. Ask
“Which images will draw their attention most?” “What do I want them to be interested in?” 
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Developing a Title for the Book

Finding a great title for your book can be one of the most challenging yet satisfying process-
es you will go through. It needs to grab your audiences attention, make them question and
think and act by picking up the book and start reading and eventually purchase.

First go through a series of questions and go deep into the subconscious to dig up the
answers to who, where, when, why, how, what motivates, then dialogue and begin writing
out different word combinations.

One way is to write down a bunch of possible titles and have people vote, another
way is to go through the manuscript looking for “themes” and writing them down, also any
re-occurring words and then haul out the Thesaurus and create a whole other list of words
and phrases.

Also read the preface, introduction and whatever parts of the book needed to, to get
the mind working on questions and watch for them to develop from the reading. It’s amaz-
ing how we ask ourselves questions that we're not even aware we are asking.

Now, start creating phrases of 3-5 words, from the list create, keeping them short is
preferable. Look at them over and over and keep reworking them until you get what you
want. Hopefully, from a designers point of view, there will be some “meat” in the title to
assist with the sell. I’ve known a book to be written with one title and end up with a total-
ly different one when it’s in the design stages... kind-a like a movie script!

Subtitle for your Book

When determining your subtitle...think benefits that the reader will get with in the manu-
script? Think bullet points, think logic and think what they want to solve or know about.

Write it out in several different sequencing of words and keep it to around 10 words
for best comprehension. It can be written as a statement, a question, a list of items, 
a problem, a statement that creates tension, a dare, an insight. Take a look at the best 
selling books and what their subtitle is, check out amazon and book stores. Look at all the
books in your category and others, you’ll never know when a subtitle for a cook book
would be a perfect sequence for a business book! Think about that...

All this will empower you to make the best choices for your creativity.
And contact me to set up a time to discuss your project, I offer several levels of consulting.
http://www.bookcoverdesigner.com/consulting
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Here is the cover checklist I give to clients:

1. Book size and if paperback or hardcover (specify flap size)

2. Title and emphasis preference

Title -  

Sub-Title  -  

Author -  

3. ISBN 

4. Price and category for back cover  

5. Cover Photo needs to be at least 300dpi and same size or larger than book

6. Back cover copy 

7. Spine size and copy 

8. Printers specs

9. Are there any logos 

10. Color preferences, if any, or ones you don’t want

11. Type face, if there is a preference

Get the cover that suits your audience best contact me to learn more
about my book cover and interior design services 
covers@karrieross.com 
http://www.bookcoverdesigner.com/contact
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Binding

There are two categories to chose from to bind your book. The first is named a hard
cover dust jacket or cloth cover where cloth is wrapped and clued onto a
sheet of cardboard and foil stamped with the title. This book utilizes a dust jacket cover
with flaps that hold it to the book. This jacket is offset printed in 1-4 colors and laminated
for protection. The interior pages are glued or sewn and attached to the hard case. 

The second form is named the paperback based on its being printed on a 10
or 12 pt paper stock, printed 1-4 color and laminated. This binding is called perfect bound
and the interior pages are glued to the cover. The spine on both the hard cover and paper-
back books are determined by the final interior page count. Some smaller books or book-
lets, similar to magazines are saddle stitched or also called stapled. There is no spine on this
type of book. 

The more you learn about the book design process empowers the way you’ll pro-
mote and sell your books.
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Designing the Back Cover

The concept of the back cover design is to sell and present more information. Once your
cover design has caught the attention of your prospective reader they might turn the book
around to the back. You now have the opportunity to give them more information about
what’s inside and who wrote it. The back cover will also benefit from breaking up the items
on the back for easier reading, so be sure to allow for white space and short, to the point
paragraph statements.

Back Cover Parts:

Category: This is usually the first line on the back cover. The category designates where the
book will end up in catalogs, libraries, book stores and in peoples minds. The author will
need to determine where the books’ audience will go looking for the book and/or what
audience does the author want to read their book and where will the audience look for it?
There is a big difference between new age and self improvement and the audience that will
be looking in those categories so be sure to go to a book store and check out the exact cat-
egory that represents the books subject matter.

Price: This has several places on the back where it can be positioned, I prefer the top right
but have placed it on the bottom above the barcode as well. I feel it needs to be easily found.
It’s a good idea to have the price one other place be sides in the barcode.

Headline: Here is where the author presents the main benefit their readers will get out of
the book. It can be in the form of a question or a to-the-point statement? This usually is,
but not always, a continuation of the cover title and sub-title, yet takes the reader one step
further into their thoughts and relatedness to how they will benefit from the book.

First paragraph: is usually a descriptive short summary that pulls together the facts, stories,
examples you wish the reader to connect to.

Sub heading and Bulleted list: the sub heading leads you into the features, the bullet points.
The subhead plays off either the headline or the first paragraph and usually states... In this
book you'll find... or something along the line of inviting or making a point.

The closing paragraph: back covers don’t hold a lot of copy so there is a need to be creative
here, and use one or two sentences to sum up what the book is about and include a call to
action.
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Author Bio: if there is room a short intro to the author or their company helps the reader
get into the know, like and trust factor and want to learn more.

Testimonial: are great to add, they are best requested from someone who is considered an
expert in the books field of study or prominent celebrity who can help bring a feeling of
trust and value to the subject presented.

Signature: company name and contact info, website and location if applicable. Usually on
the bottom left.

Barcode: are made from the clients assigned ISBN obtained at isbn.org or bowker.com and
is usually positioned on the bottom right, The barcode is called EAN. I suggest when the
ISBN numbers are purchased to put off getting a barcode at the same time until you actu-
ally assign the ISBN to a project and know the price.

The above information is how the back cover design fill with content that will bring
the prospective reader into the books world and help increase exposure and the know, like
and trust effect for the author and their subject matter. 
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Creating the Computer Files and Printing
Technology today has helped make it easier to produce print ready files for the printing of
books. The more sophisticated applications have versions for both PC and MAC. MAC still
is the most compatible for printing integration, but with the use of the pdf format, files from
a PC can be used by printers with fine results.

Printers
There are two types of printing, offset and P.O.D. print on demand. 

Offset can be used for small or large print runs. This is a better quality and is printed on a
printing press. 

P.O.D. is digital and good for one off and shorter print runs and is good for those authors
who don't want to print a large quantity and store the books once printed. This type of
printing often messes up the margins and photo reproduction.

It is a very good idea to contact both of these types of printer and ask for samples.
They are very accessible and are happy to answer questions regarding the form of printing
they specialize in.

Some of the P.O.D. printers also offer the services of fulfillment and distribution
connection. Be sure to research all their services and how they fit in your needs before you
commit to printing.

Remember, printers want to print your book! Ask them Questions.
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Designing the Book Interior:
Page layout or book format

The page layout / format is the way the interior pages look in relationship to the size of the
book and printing specifications.

The interior layout consists of the following:

Header: this is the line of text at the top of the page. The left page (verso) is where the title
of the book goes and is usually in italics. The header on the right page (recto) is usually the
name of the chapter or in fiction books the authors name and this is in a roman typeface. 

Page number: this can be place in several areas, the most standard is in the upper outside
corner at the end of each header. The page number can also be placed on the bottom out-
side corners or centered at the bottom of the page. 

Main text box: this is the space that is left once the margins are set. This box links the text
so that global changes can be made. Interior text is justified, so that the right and left mar-
gins are even. Lists can be separated and used with flush left type for cleaner flow. 

Text formatting:

Decide what you want to do with the following:

•  Hyphens and widows
•  point size 
•  space between the lines
•  Sub heads 
•  chapter titles
•  Chapter number indicators
•  combination of type faces
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Typical Parts to a Book Interior: (descriptions to follow)

Front

•  Testimonials (optional)
•  Title page
•  Copyright page / Edition notice
•  Table of contents
•  Foreword
•  Preface
•  Acknowledgments
•  Introduction
•  Dedication
•  Prologue

Body parts

•  Chapters
•  Parts / Sections

Back

•  Epilogue
•  Afterword
•  List of figures and tables
•  Appendix/Addendum
•  Glossary
•  Bibliography
•  Index
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Testimonials Page
This first page can be used for testimonials if the author has more than what will fit on the
back cover. This page has also been used for advertising space when the author has some-
one paying to have the book printed. Type set: be sure to either place beginning and end
quotes or set in italic for best reference to being a quote. The quotee name can be set in
roman and begins with an — dash indicating separation from the quote.

Title Page
The title page of a book is the first page at or near the front which displays the book title,
sub-title and author name, as well as other information about the publisher when desired.

Copyright Page
This page is always on the back side (verso) of the title page and contains the legal, contact,
publication date, ISBN, LOCH info, copyright statement and any other information that is
of contact and protections importance. 

Table of Contents
Table of Contents (TOC) can be headed simply “Contents,” depending on the authors pref-
erence. This page lists the parts of a book and is organized in the order and page number
in which the parts appear. The TOC usually includes the titles or descriptions of the first-
level headers, such as chapter titles and subchapter titles. 

The table of contents usually appears after the title page, copyright notices, and
before any lists of tables or figures, the foreword, and the preface. Parts of the book preced-
ing the table of contents are generally not listed there. 

The layout of the contents page is important for readability and comprehension.
This page lets the reader know what to expect in the way of information the book offers. 

Foreword
A foreword is written by someone other than the author and found before the introduction.
The foreword will tell of some connection between the writer of the foreword and the story
or the writer of the story. Forewords for extended editions usually talk about the differences
between the two books.

Preface
A preface is an introduction to a book written by the author of the book and can include
with acknowledgements of the people who helped make the book possible. It will also
cover how the book was conceived and why. What the authors story is surrounding the
writing. This can be signed, dated and often labeled with where it was finished, town, city,
country.
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Acknowledgments
This page is where the author thanks the people who helped them create the book, family,
friends, editors and people who inspired them. Some of the types of inclusion might be for
support in the following ways: moral, financial, editorial, presentational,  instrumental/
technical, and conceptual support.

Introduction
The introduction is written by the author and presents the purpose and goals for the con-
tent. It can describe, explain, and summarize the subject discussed.  It can also introduce
certain thoughts that are important but not included in the text that the reader will benefit
from knowing before reading the book.

Middle of the book Interior

Chapters / Sections / Parts
This is the bulk of the book and determines how the reader will feel throughout the read-
ing. The book interior can be divided into Sections/Parts that discuss a broad scope and
contain several chapters in each. The Chapter is an individual part that discusses a concept
or point to be made within the Section/Part. There is no set length for either of these.  Type
set for these elements will be determined by the typeface selected, size and configuration
set by rules for use.

Epilogue
The epilogue brings closure to the book. Make a statement that the reader will relate to or
have some thought the reader is to have ended up with. 

Afterword
An afterword is found at the end and covers the story of how the book was thought about,
or how the idea for the book was developed.

Addendum or Appendix
This is a supplemental addition which corrects statements, presents new information, cor-
rects inconsistencies. These may be inserts or actually bound in pages that are placed at the
back of the book.

Glossary
A glossary is a list of terms and explanations of concepts relevant to a certain field of study
or action or items that are new to the subject of the book.
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Bibliography
Bibliography is a listing of publications related to the statements cited within the book. This
is used to present the research and reference material used to compile the books content.

Index
An index is a list of words and the page number they are discussed on within the book inte-
rior. There is a specific format for this and there are many computer programs and servic-
es available to assist in their creation. The most widely known include Cindex, Macrex, and
SkyIndex.

Be sure to contact me about consulting on your book cover and interor design, and mar-
keting promotion.
http://www.bookcoverdesigner.com/
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Elements of The Design Process

Design 
Typography

Branding
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Design

The design process is based upon a long list of rules, limits and boundaries found within
the process of creating and producing the final printed pieces based on final costs, econom-
ics, functionality and methods of re-design with the final outcome being to achieve the ele-
gant or stylish look you need.

There are many different approaches to design, starting with the over all end design,
what are the tendencies of the designer, their experience and does the desired look conflict
with the subject of the service or product.

Examples of approaches are:
• design that focuses on the user and their needs, wants and end use.
• design that focuses on the goals and tasks for the product or service’s use.
• design that works from the principle of the simpler the better

When designing for something that is new and has no history, the designer needs to
be aware of many more possibilities and with these possibilities come more rules, limits and
boundaries that will guide the design process, look, feel, meaning, context and content.

The process of redesigning something requires not only a different set of rules it
requires an evaluation of the existing design and research into what it was and wasn’t doing
for the product.
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Process

Each designer creates their own list of what needs to be done. For some there is a sequence
to follow and for others a loose broad assessment goes on mentally. By following this
process they are able to save time, money, effort, disagreements, and proceed in an orderly
way for accomplishing their goal.

Some steps are:

•  analyze the project, what are the goals
•  write up a statement of what the project is to do, be
•  research that will be done and why
•  what are the usual problems that occur and why
•  what are the criteria for evaluation
•  what is the desired outcome from the creativity and design

Each person develops their own form of process and questions they ask that get
their creative juices flowing. Creativity is different for each of us and the best way to learn
is to create a project to practice on and soon, the projects will be real and the practice time
is now professional time.

When beginning any design project remember it’s a puzzle and you will be solving
it by taking the pieces and arranging them is an appropriate manner that presents your
product and gets the results you are looking for.

Design is ever changing and growing. Look at all the examples available to you in
really life. Go out and see what you come up with and apply what you see to your design
projects using your own special response to it.

Be sure to contact me about consulting on your 
book cover and interor design, and marketing promotion.

http://www.bookcoverdesigner.com/
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Typography Design
Type is true design. Its use of form and white space is perfect. The miss-use of a font will
confuse the reader and might will kill the book.

A good rule is to limit the number of different typefaces you use. Mixing a serif and san
serif use is okay but watch how you use them together. 

The word “font” refers to a specific member of a type family such as roman, boldface, or
italic type

The word “typeface” refers to the visual appearance or style which can be a “family” or relat-
ed set of fonts

Type is measured in points where 1pt is 1/72 of an inch. The layout or use of type is the
selection of typefaces, point size, line length, leading (line spacing) and letter spacing (space
between the characters.)

Readability refers to the logic of the written language and the words that are used and sen-
tence structure.

Legibility refers to how easy it is for your eyes to glide through and comprehend what is
written. Legibility relies on type size, and type design.  Legibility also applies to the speed
of reading, and comprehension.

Factors that pertain to legibility are:

•  lower case text reads better that all caps. All caps seem to be yelling at you. Chapter titles
and sub titles will be more quickly understood in initial caps text.

•  the use of italics should be kept to a minimum for best reading

Begin looking at all the printed publications you receive every day in the mail or out
to lunch. Make it a game to see how legible or not they are and why? Notice the white space
around all the elements to the piece you are looking at. What are the colors they use, do
they use a tonality, what is the size. Is there any part that distracts the eye, the concentra-
tion? Ask yourself how these new images you are looking at will work on the book you are
designing.
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Font style

Serif ( f ) and Sans Serif ( f )

Typefaces can be divided into two main categories: serif and sans serif. 

Serif typeface have “little feet” at their ends. Times is a serif face. Most publications use serif
typefaces for this reason.

Sans Serif typefaces don’t have the “little feet” and are more square at the ends. Helvetica
is a sans serif face. Some people think they are more easily read when used in bigger point
sizes.

Script typefaces simulate handwriting or calligraphy. This style doesn't read well when set
in sentence form. Use as titles and logos work well and stand out initials too.

Ornamental / display typefaces offer limited use due to the specialty design of their charac-
ters, often times not even offering a lowercase. They tend to be embellished with flowers
and special character shapes that tend to work best for one or two word phrases to catch
attention.

Be sure to contact me about consulting on your 
book cover and interor design, and marketing promotion.

http://www.bookcoverdesigner.com/
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Branding
Branding is usually attributed to major brands such as IBM, CocaCola, Kleenex and other
brands that dominate a specific market. Companies spend lots of money branding their
names and products. Authors can brand their concepts and themselves.

A good brand name should:

•  be protected by trademark law

•  be easy to pronounce, no miss-spellings

•  be easy to remember- short and good type style

•  be easy to recognize, create a strong visual

•  be easy to translate into all languages in the markets where the brand will be used with-

out hidden meanings

•  attract attention

Branding shows up in many ways. For book design, a series look is part of a branding
process. Ask the questions,  consistency, typeface, best color scheme. 

Look at the other brands in your industry. What are they doing? How does your
concept hold up to what is out there?

Be sure to contact me about consulting on your 
book cover and interor design, and marketing promotion.

http://www.bookcoverdesigner.com/
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Web Presence,
Promotion 

and 
Publicity
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Creating a Web Presence

Todays world depends on the internet for information. No matter what type of business you
are, you need a web presence. Notice I don’t say website, because today there are many
social networking sites that offer you other ways of being on the internet for little if no
money.

Once your book is finished and ready to sell, next is to set up your web presence
and make your book available for sale. This involves choosing the form of page you want.
There are social networks such as FaceBook, Google Plus, Twitter, Squidoo that all offer free
pages for your audience to connect with you on. Then there is the endless blog sites that
you can turn into your own special site and extend your book promotion. Setting your
book up on amazon.com and other book sites is another way to get the word out about
your book. 

Purchasing your own URL is important for creating your special space on the inter-
net. There are many companies out there to purchase your URL from, I use godaddy.com
for mine. They are located in AZ and have 24/7 help. I’ve found them quick, very polite
and helpful whenever I’ve had a problem.  

Once you purchase the URL this sets up an account with your host service.
The next step is driving your audience to your web page and begin gathering their

information which creates the most important element for any business, the list. Remember,
you are building a business and a business needs a plan for growth first to gain recognition
then to maintain it and expand it’s reach. Commitment is essential for this to work.

Learn about how YOU will connect to your audience by building your own Web
Presence. 
Contact me for more information and get your website set up quickly, looking profession-
al with payment links for your books and learn more about How to Create a Web Presence
AND start getting and holding your niche audiences’ attention.

http://www.bookcoverdesigner.com/
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List Building

The most important part of list building is finding out what your niche wants and give it to
them.

All marketers set up an autoresponder service to gather contact information, and
once your customer has opted in to your list they will receive the autoresponder sequence
you set up that sends them related niche info. A new customer might feel hesitant to buy
from you, but a customer that has been receiving valuable tips for a period of at least 7
emails will be more trusting to begin purchasing from you...and they do want to purchase.

Start with putting together a Free give-away booklet of tips about your subject. This
is the incentive for your customer to opt-in and receive your info. 

Once you have the set up for the autoresponders you’ll need to send traffic to your
site. This is done in the following ways:

1. pay-per-click advertising. This is the fastest way but also is expensive, depending on your
market and keywords you choose.

2. article writing helps with back links and page ranking

3. blogging your journal and process updater
4. press releases allows you to spread the word into specific areas

Remember, the purpose of building a list online is not so much about getting a big
list, lots of opt-ins...it’s about building a qualified list of interested customers who will even-
tually purchase your products and services. 

The process of creating a genuine relationship with peopled and offering them prod-
ucts and suggestions that will actually solve their problems. 
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Pay Per Click & AutoResponders

Google Adwords is easy and works fast when you select the best keywords for hitting what
your audience is looking for. There is a minimal set up fee and your account is ready to go.
Go to http://www.google.com and set up your adwords account. You have maximum con-
trol over the amount of money you set to spend each day which is based on your keywords.

To determine your keywords you’ll need to do some online research.
WordTracker.com offers you a free search. Make a list of the words that best suit your niche
and begin checking to see which ones get the most search results. Start with a broad search
and narrow it down.

Once you have your list of prime keywords, enter them into your adwords account
and write your ads. Be sure to use your keywords in the ads title and copy for best results.
There is a small learning curve but attending one of my techno-teleseminars will help you
through it.

Be sure to send the ads to your sales letter page with the sign up for your mailing
list and Free Booklet when they do. Explain the benefits offered in your booklet and what
the reader will gain by signing up for your newsletter and booklet or other incentive.

Make the process easy to follow to sign up. Be sure to let your customer know about
any double opt-ins and download instructions.

Sales copy is the way you catch their attention and keep it to the end where you ask
them to either sign up or buy. Find and use your unique voice and message. Pretend you
are sitting and talking with them, what would you say and how would you say it. What will
get them interested and stay there? Be sure to sound professional and not too stiff. Be care-
ful to use pronouns and not so many “I”s keep it about them not you. 

Keep featuring benefits not selling product. Will your product or book save them
money? Bring more love to their lives? Or save them time?

Consumers purchase products they desire not that they need.
Be sure your autoresponder series is set up with enough time inbetween so as not to over
load your customers and make them unsubscribe from your list. 

Autoresponders need to have just enough copy to influence the purchasing desire
and be sure to sprinkle your web page buy page link throughout the text. Make your emails
and offers be something your subscribers look forward to seeing what’s new rather than just
seeing the same old things again.

Autoresponders can be preset for years, and any special announcements can be
broadcast inbetween. A good rule is to set the responders up for at least every other week
after an initial seven sent every week to keep your information in their current memory. 

There will always be new information and things to watch out for regarding your
list building. Keep up with what others are doing. Pay attention to how your list is respond-
ing and move and change your approach with them. Always give them the best informa-
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tion. The tip here is they will love what you send them and this creates a need for more...
then they will buy. The act of gathering information is only one part, the taking action is
the one that our audience will benefit from hand holding and attention.

Article Writing 

Article writing is for the purpose of not only building a list but generating traffic, recogni-
tion of your business, subject, product or book and the creation of back links to your site
which helps with search engine page ranking.

Writing to direct traffic. Write lots of articles and submit to only 2-5 directories. This will
build your list and qualified interested customers. Here are a few article directories to begin
with for submitting your articles: searchwarp.com, ezinearticles.com, goarticles.com,
weeno.com, articlebiz.com

Writing for link building. Write a smaller number of articles and submit to the best 200+
directories you research, do a search to get their URLs. This will gain many back links to
your site and since the directories don’t get much traffic is not suggested to gain opt-ins to
your list, use this method only to create back links to your site. 

Some marketers suggest you only do one and do it well. I leave this up to you. As
with any form of promotion the more you do of one type the greater the response. So decide
which is most important for building your recognition first and do only that. If you are a
company with a website, you might start with the back links to build your page rank. If you
are an author, coach, ebook seller you might start with building a qualified customer list.

Sample template to get you started: (keep it to 250-300 words)

The first purpose of any article is to inform. The second is to build your credibility as an
author which leads the reader to the resource box at the end with your sell points and con-
tact information. 

Outline.
a. introduction, 
b. topic of interest 
c. bullet list of how or why
d. ask ending questions or present a call to action
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Article Sample:

1. be sure the article is written in your own voice and projects your thoughts and feelings,
this is what appeals or not to the reader. They need to connect in some way to you either
by content or presentation. Be sure to reinforce the topic of interest.

2. make you first article one that states your purpose and include the most important ben-
efits to your niche or solutions to their perceived  problems. The more specific you make it
the better. Plan on listing 3,5,7 points of comment. These points then become your next
articles.

3. make the title of your article specific and include your main keywords for best search
engine positioning.

4. write the opening sentence to follow the title and restate the keywords be sure to address
the specific topic your readers are interested in, always keep in mind what your customer
needs. They will only click through to your site if they believe you know what you are talk-
ing about and your information will solve their problem.

5. Keep the interest up. After the two short intro or descriptive paragraphs that lead into
the bullet list and NOW finish up with a question that leaves the reader with the desire for
more. Present a call-to-action for them to take. Try not to sum up the subject or the reader
will feel satisfied and not click through to your site for more.

6. The resource box is where you sell the reader on your services. Make the lead-in sen-
tence connected to the subject of the article and offer your Free ebooklet or newsletter sign
up info as well as your website URL.

This will get you started and being more aware of what and how others are promot-
ing their businesses, services, products and books. 

The next step after getting the customer to your site is the site itself and how to
encourage them to opt-in and or purchase products from you. The page they land on will
reinforce the subject of the article and lead them into the sell process by way of copy, testi-
monials and examples of success that speaks to their desire to solve their problem.
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Blogging

Blogs are like a daily journal, an update to what’s going on in your business or  personal life
that you want to share with others. A blog is a way to enlist people into concepts and keep
them interested, it’s making friends and gathering supporters of your product line or way
of thinking and feeling. Spreading the concepts that you are selling, exampling that you live
your teaching. Being sure it is always interesting and useful keyword rich content.

Blogs might not be for everyone, but they are a most important part of creating your
web presence. On some blogs you can set up postings for up to a year that will automati-
cally rotate and post.

Blogs need to be used as much as possible and at least once a week on the lower
end. Information is gold and blogs present information and your blog is specific to your
niche and therefore will bring you customers. 

Blog postings will bring customers to your web pages. Develop a system of blogging
and be sure to post to other blogs in your niche and use your URL as your sign off and be
sure it shows up as a link to send interested customers back to your site. 

Always type your URL this way: http://www.yourcompany.com

Blogs are excellent for PR and media relations. Some of your blogging will get
picked up and mentioned in the media. There are companies that have a blog that gets
national attention...wouldn’t you like that for your book?

Web presences isn’t only having a web page up. It’s about how many links point
back to your site. 
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Here are a few simple rules to follow for blog posting:

1. update them on a regular basis, don’t let your information become stagnant

2. an information blog needs it’s content to be fresh and natural not ordered or planned like
a newspaper and be sure to set up categories and an archive list on the blog.

3. be sure to keep to the theme of your company, product or book and develop a writing
style that suits you, your want of communication.

4. use the keywords best suited for your niche, each post has a title, be sure to use your
keywords there

5. post often, each post doesn’t need to be longer than 150 words but make those words
count and be rich in content.

6. spell check and watch grammar

7. if the blog service you choose offers RSS feed, add it to your blog
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Press Releases

Use a press release to inform the media of your product, service, event or book. Let them
know the news-worth of your subject and if it relates to current situations. What its value
is to the media's audience, how they will benefit from your concepts.

Releases can be faxed, emailed, mailed to editors of publications and media stations,
networks... addressed to assignment editors or producers.

There are several press release distribution services you can use if you don’t send
them yourself, some are free and some are pay per send. Here are a few to begin with:
prweb.com, free-press-release.com, prleap.com, clickpress.com, express-press-release.com,
prnuke.com, prlog.org again, do a search for more PR distribution services.

Write your release in a voice and intention to encourage journalists to be interested
in what you are selling, give them lots of benefit reasons to want to write about you. Each
release has a purpose to gain attention to you and what you are doing, encouraging posi-
tive media attention.

Parts to a Press Release:

Whether you send a general news, event, product oriented or special media release, there
is a standard sequence of information placement what works best and the editor relates to
and helps separate out releases from other forms of PR communication. 

Here is a list of the common parts:

•  Headline — attention getting  and summarizes what you are talking about 
•  Dateline — contains the release date and usually the originating city of the press release.
•  Introduction — the first paragraph states what the new worthiness is of your product or

info. Include the questions and answers to the who, what when, where and why in a way
the media will pay attention to.

•  Body — include any further explanation, statistics, background, or other details relevant
to the news. suggest dates and related subjects

•  Boilerplate — talk about the company, background info on subject, focus, mission, is it
a non profit, organization or individual

•  Close — place this “###” symbol before the ending paragraph to indicate the end is near
and proceed with your closing sum it up statement.

•  Media Contact Information — you want to be sure you are available for any questions
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or updates to your info, include here you name, phone number, email address, mailing
address, or other contact information for the PR or other media relations contact person.

Learn more about how YOU will be a master of your audience by building your own Web
Presence and TeleSeminars Series. Contact me for more information about how to set up
your web page quickly, looking professional with payment links for your books and learn
more about How to Create a Web Presence AND start getting and holding your niche audi-
ences’ attention.

Contact me about consulting on your 

book cover and interor design, website, and marketing promotion.

http://www.bookcoverdesigner.com/
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About Karrie Ross

For over 30 years Karrie Ross has been satisfying customers 

with unique graphic design solutions, conscientious business practices, 

partnered with a charming sense of humor...! I enjoy what I do and like to

share that fun with my clients.

I want you to succeed.
I created Be It Now! in 1998 on the way home from a design conference and have

been bringing the now into my life ever since. The ability to listen, observe, question and
communicate what is discussed, is of great importance to what I do as a creative person.

As a one person business, I’ll be attentive to your questions and concerns. I use state
of the art computers and software preferred by most printers to create the digital files for
your project. I’m available to contact your printer for the correct measurements for your
book files and will be on call if the printer has any technical difficulties on the first print run.
Once you choose my services, I send you a checklist of what is needed to begin and go over
each point in detail to answer any questions you might have.

My graphics background is in corporate collateral, logo design, brochures, advertise-
ments, movie posters, packaging design. I have designed projects for companies such as:
Coca Cola, Pepsi, Jack-In-The-Box, Toyota, TransAmerica Corp., Northrop, Boeing and
many more.

The above affiliations included many hours at the printers performing presschecks
on the many pieces of collateral and packaging I designed. I understand the presses and what
is possible. However, I believe it’s my advertising experience that enhances my attention to
how your cover will look, when it's in book stores or posted online, your tiny little thumb-
nail image... yep!... the one that is to catch the attention of your prospective reader, this is
where my covers shine!

Today’s technology has opened up a whole new way to view our world... and our books.
Please Contact me with any questions and to discuss your Book Project.

Your Book Cover Designer
Karrie Ross
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The book cover Karrie designed captured the essence of
PeaceMaker, my speculative thriller. She's very talented
and guided me through the process of designing a cover.
Plus Karrie is fun to work with!
— Dan Ronco, PeaceMaker

We already have back orders at Barnes & Noble, and at
Borders. My testimonial for you is that everyone thinks the
cover is really attractive. So do we!
The Echo of Eternal Awareness
—Misha Ashoorian and Marilyn Priel

Karrie , Thank you so much for your creativity and dedi-
cation to shaping the appearance of the interior and exte-
rior of my future book. Because of you, I'm more excited
about the possibilities.
Collins interior sample
—Bridgette L. Collins, Imagine Living Healthier

"Karrie Ross delivered the exacting quality, artistic cre-
ativity and technical precision I wanted -- and for not one
penny more than the published price quote!"
Lyons interior sample
—Nancy Lyons, Celiac Disease Exposed

Hi Karrie, Hope all is well with you. An Unlikely Foe:
Celiac Disease Exposed (ISBN: 0976213400, Nancy J.
Lyons) was selected as a finalist in the “Best Books 2006”
Book Awards in the category Health:General by
USABookNews.com. I couldn’t have done it without you.
Thanks. Best wishes, Nancy

Hi Karrie, RE: An Unlikely Foe: Celiac Disease Exposed,
ISBN: 0976213400, I have just received word from PMA
that the cover you designed was selected and will be dis-
played with others in Publisher's Weekly, (I think the Feb.
26th issue, independent publisher promotion). That's all I
know. We'll see. Best, Nancy Lyons

"The person who just designed the BEST cover we’ve
ever had is: Karrie Ross She can turn it from a great book
with an ‘OK’ cover into one that people will buy."
—Mike Rounds, Marketing the One-Person Business

"Karrie did a great job designing my dust jacket and inte-
rior layout. Her patience and attitude made things so
much easier for me. I'm very pleased with the results and
I would recommend Karrie to those needing the jacket
design and interior layout design services for their new
book."
—Troy Tate, The DNA of Successful Leaders

"Karrie Ross of was my salvation when it came to cover
design and the interior layout of the book itself. Thanks so
much for the take-charge attitude so comfortably delivered
with a delightful sense of humor."
—Mark Wisch, In The Gray, Between Two and Twenty
Fathoms, Lessons from a Lifetime on the Water

"Karrie Ross did such a creative, timely, and meaningful
job on my book cover I can hardly wait to write the next
book and have her put another cover on it. Thanks
Karrie!"
—Lars Clausen, One Wheel, Many Spokes, USA by
Unicycle

"If you are looking for a book designer, you can now end
your search because Karrie Ross is a great choice.
Efficient, professional, creative... everything you want in a
designer."
—James Pardoe, author "Warren Buffet Has Spoken"

“Karrie was a pleasure to work with. She is intelligent,
creative, responsive, reasonably priced and most of all,
delivers an outstanding exceptional book cover product.
Karrie thank you!”
—Michael Horwin. Cancer Monthly, "Surviving
Mesotheliomaand Other Cancers: A Patient's Guide" and
"They Said months. I Chose Years!"

You did a great job for me Karrie ... I had a very difficult
and intense interior book design that required not only
technical expertise but "patience" as well.  Karrie, perse-
vered throughout its development which produced a final
product that was SUPERB!  Indeed, I am grateful. Most
cordially, Mike
—Mike Cessna, Life Eternal

Book Design Author Testimonials


